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$1. INTRODUCTION AND XOTATIOS 
LET G be a compact Lie Group. A smooth G manifold Y consists of a pair ( j Y I. x) where j Y 1 
is a smooth manifold and 1 is a representation of G in the group Diff( / Y 1) of diffeomor- 
phisms of ] Y / such that the map p : G x 1 Y) -+ ] Y I defined by /4g. I’) = ;c(g)[y] is smooth 
for g E G, y E I Y I. For brevity, write )-’ E Y and x(g)[v] = 9)‘. If X is a G manifold a map 
f : X -+ Y must satisfy f(gx) = gf(_y). The tangent space TY of a G manifold Y is a G 
manifold and if p E Y is a fixed point, i.e. p E YG = {y E Y ]gy = J), the restriction of Tl 
to p, written TYp, is a real G module. 
The main questions to which we address ourselves are these: Let .)I and N be two 
homotopy equivalent manifolds. (1) Suppose there is a G manifold 1’ with 1 YI = M. Is there 
a G manifold X with /X j = N? (2) Given Y with / Y j = M, how can we construct X with 
1x1 =N? 
The central question which must be answered for dealing with (1) and (2) is: What are 
the relations among the representations of G on the tangent spaces TY,, p E YG and the 
global invariants of j Y /, e.g. its Pontrjagin classes and cohomology. 
For dealing with these questions, we introduce the set S,(Y) attached to the closed G 
manifold Y. It consists of equivalence classes of pairs (XJ) where X is a closed G manifold 
and f: X -+ Y is a map such that 
(i) If j : /X / -+ j Y ] is a homotopy equivalence. Here /f j means the underlying map 
to f obtained by neglecting its relation to G. 
(ii) If'1 : /XG] -+ / YG/ IS a homotopy equivalence. Two pairs (Xi, fi) i = 0, 1 are 
equivalent if there is a G homotopy equivalence 4 : X, ---t X, such that fi4 is G homotopic 
to_&. The equivalence class of (X,f) is denoted by [X,f] E S,(Y). The identity map of Y is 
denoted by /r and the element [Y, /r] E .S,( Y) is called the trivial element. 
Condition (i) imposes stringent restrictions on kerf* and cokerf* where f* is the 
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induced map in equivariant K theory. The essential algebraic fact here is the Localization 
Completion Lemma 3.3. When G = S’, we connect the algebras K,,*(X) and KS1*( Y) with 
the S’ representations {TX, 1 p E Xs’j and {T Y, 1 q E lrs’) and with the Pontrjagin classes of 
[X/ and j Y]. Th e invariant of [X,/J E Ssl( I’) which gives these connections is the torsion 
(see 2.4) 
f*(l,J E &l*(Y) 
If the torsion is the identity of the algebra Rs,*( Y), then TX, = T Yfc,, V p E Xs’ and j f/ * 
preserves Pontrjagin classes provided 1 Y] satisfies suitable hypotheses. In particular if 
fis an S’ homotopy equivalence, j fi * preserves Pontrjagin classes (Theorem 6.4). 
As an application of the preceding ideas, we study S’ actions on P(C”). the space of 
complex lines in I=“. In particular for certain S’ modules R we produce a non trivial element 
[X(w), W] E S,,(P(R)) and illustrate the necessity of the hypothesis in the theorems com- 
paring the local and global properties of X and Y uhen [X, f] E S,,(Y). The S’ manifolds 
X(w) also show the necessity of the hypothesis of Ekedon [8] concerning the structure of 
fixed points sets of subgroups of S’. 
Remarks. Because of the equivalence relation in S,,(Y). f.( l,y) is only defined up to 
multiplication by a unit of Rsl*( Y). If the equivalence relation is refined to “ S’iz cobordism ” 
and the resulting set denoted by hSsl( Y), we obtain a well defined function 11 from hSs,( Y) to 
K,,*(Y), which sends [X, f] to .f( 1,). Since the main emphasis of this paper is the case 
Ys’ # 4, we only mention that this function provides a powerful invariant also in the case 
Ys’ = 4, e.g. if 1 Y 1 IS a sphere with pseudo-free action of S’ [I 11. It is conjectured that the 
fibers of 11 are finite in that case. 
52. SPECIFICS ABOUT S’ 
The complex representation ring of S’ R(S’) is Z[t, t-i]. If i.,, . . I., are integers, then 
tj.1 + . . . + t”” E Z[t, t-‘] represents a complex S’ module I- of dimension n and i._,(r) = 
c (- l)‘n’(r) E R(S’) is th e product nl= I (1 - t’.‘). Here ii(T) is the ith exterior power of r. 
The ring Z[t, t-‘1 contains two important sets of prime ideals P and P, c P. 
2.1. P is the set of prime ideals defined by cyclotomic polynomials 4,,,(t) as m ranges 
over all integers. 
2.2. P, is the set of prime ideals defined by cyclotomic polynomials +,Jt) where p is 
a prime integer and r is arbitrary; i.e. each integral prime p and positive integer r contribute 
a prime ideal to P,. 
If 9’ is any set of prime ideals in R(S’) and A is an R(S’) module, A, denotes A local- 
ized at Y. The basic ring over which all our algebra takes place is the ring R = R(S’), It is 
a principle ideal domain whose field of fractions we denote by F. The only prime ideals of 
R are those in P. Each p E P defines a valuation on R and a norm Ij II,, on F written 
,y -+ llxllp t x E F. In order to be explicit, if a/b E F and p = (d,(t)), then iia,‘bljo = d,(t)” 
where 4,(t)“/la, c$,,,(t)@11b and k = 5~ - /I. 
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Let &I and N be two complex S’ modules of the same dimension and p E P. We say 
that .Lf and iL_ are equivalent at p if E._,(XI) # 0. i._,(N) # 0 and i/i_,(:U) ;._r(i”;)li, = 1. 
We write this as 12,f 7 iI’. If M and lv are real 5’ modules of the same even dimension. 
choose complex S’ modules ,!i and ?? whose underlying real S’ modules are .\I and I\’ and 
define My N if iv, iv. Because i-r(,g) and d-,(m) are products of cyclotomic poly- 
nomials. it follows that if ,tl~ N for al] p E P, then M = N. 
Hypothesis H. (i) Y is a closed d dimensional S’ manifold and Ys’ consists of isolated 
fixed points, (ii) j Y / is a spin’ manifold ($4), (iii) the odd dimensional rational cohomology 
of 1 Yj is zero, (iv) H’(I YI, Z) =O. 
When Y satisfies H(i) and q E Y”. TY, is a real d dimensional S’ module and there 
are integers yi(~) i = 1, 2, . d,‘2 such that T Y, = x::‘cl fY”“’ E R(S’). 
Denote by K,,*(Y) the complex equivariant K theory of Y. It is a module over R(S’). 
If 7 E KsIo( Y) and p E Y”, yp or y(p) will denote the restriction of 7 to p. It is an element of 
KS,‘(p) = R(S’); so is a function of t. The value at t is denoted either by y,(t) or y(p)[r]. 
Denote by cy : K,,*(Y) -+ K*(l Y 1) the R(S’) homomorphism obtained by taking an S’ 
vector bundle q over Y to its underlyin g vector bundle 1 q 1 over / Y 1. When Y is a point, 
this is the augmentation homomorphism E : Z[t, t-l] ---t Z. The latter induces an 
augmentation I: R -+ Q. 
When Y is a closed S’ manifold, we have the Atiyah-Singer Index homomorphism 
Id,,’ : K,,*(TY) + R(S’) [2]. 
If Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv), there is an isomorphism 
A’: K,,*(Y) +Q*(TY) [ill. 
Let us denote by Rsl*( Y) the R module K,,*( Y)JTy where Ty is the R torsion submodule of 
K,,*(Y), . The homomorphisms Id,,” and AY induce R homomorphisms (loosely called 
Id,,’ and A’) 
Id,,’ : f?,,*(TY) -+ R and A’ : I?,!*(Y) + I?,!*(TY). 
Define an R valued bilinear form ( )r on R,,*(Y) by 
(a, 6), = IdslY(AY(a) . 6) for n, b E I?,,*(Y). 
THEOREM 2.3 [16], [17]. If Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv), the bilinear form ( )y is non 
sirzg&r. i.e. defines an isomorpl~ism of f?,,*(Y) with Hom,(I?,,*(Y), R). 
Observe that if Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv) and [X, f] E S,,(Y), then X does also. In fact 
we choose the spin’ structure on ] X ] induced by the map [ fl In view of this discussion, 
the bilinear form ( )x is defined when ( )y is defined. This means that for elements 
[X, f] E S,,( Y), we can define an induction homomorphism 
f, : R,,(X) + &t*(Y) by 
UI*(,v). v>u = <~Gf*(v)>x. (2.4) 
It is an R homomorphism which satisfies 
f*f*(-r) =f%(l,) . x (2.5) 
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where 1, E R,,*(X) is the identity [17]. The element 
f*(l,x) E &l*(Y) 
is called the torsion of [X,f]. 
Remark. To connect the local and global geometry we are forced to deal with R,,*( Y: 
rather than K,,*(Y); hence, we ignore the fact that the induction homomorphism can bf 
geometrically defined from K,,*(X) to K,,*(Y). 
$3. THE RELATION BETWEEN COMPLETION AiiD LOCALIZATIOS 
Let G be a compact Lie Group and .sG : R(G) --t Z the augmentation homomorphisrr 
from the complex representation ring of G (character ring) to the integers. The kernel of thir 
homomorphism is the augmentation ideal I c R(G). The completion of R(G) with respec 
n 
to 1 is the ring R(G) which is 
$) = lim R(G)/I”. 
We want to relate the operation of completion &f -+ 10 to localization izf + M, at certairi 
prime ideals p E R(G). Here M is an R(G) module. The prime ideals we have in mind are 
those defined by the cyclic subgroups of G of prime power order. Let p be a prime and 5 
denote a primitive p’th root of I. Let r : Z[<] -+ Z/pZ denote the ring homomorphism defined 
by r(C) = 1 mod p. Observe that ifg E G is an element of order p’ and ;! E R(G), x(g) E Z[<]: 
also, if e E G denotes the identity, x(e) E Z c Z[{]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let g E G be an element of order p’. Then q(g) = q(e) 
Proof. We may assume that G is the cyclic group generated by g denoted by Z,, . Then 
R(G) = Z[t]/(l - tP’) 
and under this identification we view x E R(G) as an element X(t) E Z[t]/( 1 - tp’) whose value 
at gk is obtained by evaluating x(t) at tk. Thus if x(t) = 1 a, t’, x(g) - x( 1) = 1 ai(<’ - 1) 3 0 
mod (5 - 1) and rX(g) = r%(l). 
LOCALIZATION-COMPLETION LEMMA 3.2. Let g E G be an element of prime porc,er order. 
Let p = (x E R(G) 1 z(g) = 0). If M and N are two R(G) modules and f: A4 -+ AT is an R(G) 
homomorphism such that f : A + fl (the completion off) is an isomorphism, then f, (the 
localization off) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since localization and completion are exact functors, it suffices to show that 
if M is an R(G) module such that ti = 0, then M, = 0. Again since localization and com- 
pletion are exact functors, we can reduce to the case where IV is cyclic over R(G), i.e. 
M = R(G)/J where J = (xi, . . x,) is an ideal in R(G) with generators zi E p. If I!? = 0, then 
j = RG and there are elements a, i = 1, 2, . . . n in $) such that in RG), x,I= I aizi = 1. 
Apply the augmentation homomorphism in G) to this equation. Then in Z we have 
I:= L ai(e)xi(e) = 1. But by Lemma 3.1 ‘xi(e) = r%,(g) = 0 SO zi(e) = 0 mod p which con- 
tradicts the above equation. 
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The Localization Completion Lemma has interesting applications for comparing the 
‘. mod@ ‘I homological aspects of S’ manifolds Xand Y when [X,f] E S,,( Y). For example, 
we can compare Xzpr and Y’p’. KsI*(X), and K,,*(, Y), and the representations of S’ on the 
normal bundles to Xs’ c X and Ys’ c Y at primes p E P, 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X and Y be G manifolds and f: X+ Y a G map such that 1 f 1 : 
/ X/ + / YI is a homotop,v egrricalence. Let g E G be an element of prime power order and p the 
prime ideal of characters of R(G) which canish at g. Then f,* : l?,*(Y), + R,*(X), is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. It follows from the Atiyah-Segal Completion Theorem [6] that f* : R,*(Y) + 
k,*(X) is an isomorphism. By the Localization Completion Lemma 3.2 f,* : K,*( Y)p 4 
KG*(X)p is an isomorphism. This readily implies f,* : R,*(Y), -+ l?,*(X), is an isomor- 
phism. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. If G is S’ and Z,, c G is the 
subgroup generated bv g E G, (f ‘p’),* : R,*( Y’p’), ---t L?,*(X~~‘)~ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3 and the localization theorem of [j]. 
+I. REMARKS ON SPIN' STRUCTURES 
Let d be an even integer. The group spin’(d) has center SO(2) and its quotient by the 
center is SO(d) [12]. Let M be an oriented manifold and ‘M, the total space of the principal 
right SO(d) bundle associated to TM. If there is a principal right spin’ (d) bundle over &I 
with total space &f, such that 1Lf~/S0(2) = hf, as a principal SO(d) bundle over M, then 
we say that !\-I is a spin’ manifold with spin’ structure determined by M, . 
Suppose that Y is a smooth S’ manifold with underlying space 1 Y] = 1M. There is a 
canonical S’ action on M, commuting with the principal SO(d) action on M, and covering 
the S’ action on Y [12, p. 117, 4.71. We denote the resulting S’ manifold by Q. We say that 
the S’ action on Y preserves the spin’structure if there is a smooth S’ manifold P with 
JP] = iLfz such that the natural projection M, + M, is S’ equivariant, i.e. defines a map 
P -+ Q. In this situation we obtain an S’ line bundle wr over Y with total space P x @. 
spin= (d) 
Here spin’(d) acts on C via the canonical homomorphism of spin’(d) to LJ, with kernel 
spin (d). If ‘I E Y”, oqr IS a complex one dimensional S’ module whose character is o,“(t) = 
to4 for some integer 04. 
The half spin representations give rise to a class SsLr E K,,‘(TY) which generates 
K,,*(TY) freely as a K,,*(Y) module. In fact the isomorphism A’ is defined by Ar(r) = 
. r 
dS . y for y E Ksl*( Y) [12]. Moreover if S,,‘((;r) E R(S’) denotes the restriction of dsL” to an 
isolated fixed point q of Y”, then 
i._,(TY, 0 C>(t) di2 
dsLY(q)(t) = t 
-w4/2 p-Y'd4"2 _ tY’w) 
where T Y, = x2’, t y0(q)‘2. See [12, p. 1241. 
(4.11 
If Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv), we may assume that the S’ action on Y preserves the spin’ 
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structure and likewise for X if [X,f] E S,,(Y) [12]. Moreover, we assume that f preserves 
spin’ structures which means that 1 f 1 * 1 wr / = 1 wx / 
hOPOSITION 4.2. There is an integer b such that f *WY = tbo” in K,,O( ‘I’). 
Proof. Thelinebundles jf*coYl=jfl*juYl and 1 I’ w / are equal. The result is now an 
easy consequence of [12, p. 126, Theorem 6.1). 
COROLLARY 4.3. There is an integer b such that for erery p E X”, q = f (p), oq = up + b 
where u,“(t) = tu4, upx( t) = tap. 
The class in H2( 1 YI, Z) determined by the spin’ structure is denoted by c = clyl It is 
the first Chern class of IO’/. The fundamental classes of / A’/ and I Yl are denoted by 
[fl and [ Y] in their respective homologies. Since the spin’structure on / A’/ iscompatible with 
Ifl. we have cIx, = j f / *cl y, Let A( / A’/) denote the cohomology class in H*( I A’/, Q) 
associated to I TX1 by the power series ,r/2(sinh .r,‘2)-’ [4]; so ,-t( 1 Xl) is a polynomial in 
the Pontrjagin classes of 1 A’[. Let g : 1 YI --f 1 XI b e a map which is a homotopy inverse of 
j f j. Since the term of degree zero of the classes il( I Xj) and A( I Yl) is 1, they are units in 
their respective cohomologies and 
S*A(I4)/A(I Y/I = l‘qil Yl (4.4) 
is a unit of H*( j YI, Q) which we call the relative differential structure of j X/ and I YI . If 
IX//l Yl is 1, then If/* P reserves Pontrjagin classes. Note that A(1 Yl) determines the 
Pontrjagin classes of I Y] 
In addition to the local relation between the class 6,,’ and the representations of S’ 
on the tangent spaces of Y at isolated fixed points given by (4.1), we need the following 
global relation which brings in the Pontrjagin classes of I YI . If Id t ‘I : K”( I TY I) --+ Z denotes 
the Atiyah-Singer homomorphism for the trivial group, we have 
Id1 yl(~,,(S,,y) U) = (A( / Y])eciz ch(u), [Y]) (4.5) 
for 11 E K*( 1 Y]) and for any c E Ksio(TY), I E S’, 
E IdslY = Id,,‘(~)[I] = Id’ “(E&V)). (4.6) 
See [12, p. 1251 and [2, p. 5011. The expression on the righthand side of (4.5) denotes evalua- 
tion of the indicated cohomology class of j YI on the fundamental class [Y] E Hd( I Y/). 
95. THE INDUCTION HO~lOivlORPHIShl 
The normal bundle NY” of Ys’ can be given the structure of a complex S’ vector 
bundle. This implies that 1 N Ys’ / has a spin’ structure and if I YI has a spin’ structure, so 
does 1 Ys’ I. In particular the bilinear form ( > ys~ is defined and non singular (the condition 
H’( [ Y”], Z) = 0 is not needed), and we can associate to the inclusion i, : Ys’ ---) Y the 
induction homomorphism (iy), and we set (ir),( 1 ysl) = c(~ E R,,*(Y). If [X, f] E S,,(Y), 
Ifs’1 is a homotopy equivalence SO (fS’)* : R,,( YS’) + Rsl(XS’) is an isomorphism which 
we use to identify these two algebras. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. f *, ix* and iy* are monomorphisms which induce isomorphisms ocer F. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the Localization Theorem [5] that these 
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homomorphisms induce isomorphisms over F. Since all algebras are free of R torsion they 
are monomorphisms. 
The connection betweenf,(l,) and the representations TXP and iTY,-,P, is provided by 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv) 
(a) i,*f,(l,v) = iy*(r,)/ix*(zx). If in addition H(i) holds, p E Xs’ andq =f(p); 
(b) iu*(zu),(t) = I-,(TY, 0 @)(t)/dslr(q)(t); 
(c) iy*f*(lX)qct) = t 
UP _ cop d,‘?. t-Yt’q”” _ tY,(4’/2 
_n;t-.r,,p,,2 _ +%u; = ~l,;.-l(TY,)i~.-l(TXp) 
and pq E R is a lmit. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are results of [17]. (c) follows from (a), (b) and (4.1). 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose Y satisfies H(ii) and (iv). Let Y be a set ofprime ideals of R. 
Iffy* is an isomorphism, f*( lx) is a unit of K,,*( Y), . This hypothesis is satisjiedfor Y = P,. 
IfH(i)alsoholdsandiff,(lx)isaunitof~s~*(Y),, then TX, = T Ylcp, for all p E S@, p E X”. 
I, 
Proof. Iffy* is an isomorphism, then (f*)y is an isomorphism because the bilinear 
forms ( )x and ( )r are non degenerate. If x E R,,(X), , then 
fy*(f*)&) = [fY*(f*)s( 1 XII . x (2.5) 
Sincef,*(f,), is an isomorphism over R,, fy*(f*)J I,y) is a unit of R,,*(X), . Since fy* 
is an algebra isomorphism, (fJv( Ix) = f*(l,y) is a unit of R,,*( Y), . The second statement 
follows from (3.3). 
If f*(l,) is a unit of R,,*(Y),, i,*JJl,y)q is a unit of R,. Then jliyf*(lx)Jp = 1 for 
p E Y. From (5.2c), TX, = TYJ,,, . 
P 
Remark. We can dispense with H(i) by replacing TXp and T Y,,,, by NX,“’ and NY,“;,, . 
Suppose that N and M are complex S’ vector bundles over Y such that Ns’ = MS’ = 
Ys’. If F’ : N + M is a proper fiber preserving map, then i_l(M)/i._,(N) E RsI*( Y). 
Suppose that F’ is properly S’ homotopic to F where F is transverse regular to Y. Let 
X = F-‘(Y) andf: X+ Y be the composition XC IV - Y. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. f*(l,) = l._-I(M)/l._l(N). 
Proof. The hypothesis imply that X s1 = Ys’ and TX@f*(M) =f*(TY@N). Hence, 
NXS’ @ (,f‘s’)*(,iy*M) = (fS’)*(NYS’ @ iy*N). 
Now ux = (ix)Jlx~~) and (ix)*(ix)*(u) = %_,(NX”) . II, [2, p. 4971; so using (fS’)* as an 
identification, we have by (5.2a) iy*f*(lx) = iy*(uy),/i,y*(r~y) = iy*(j.- l(lt~)/i._l(N)). But iy* 
is a monomorphism (5.1). 
Throughout $6 we assume that Y satisfies H(i)-(iv) and [X, f] E .Ss,( Y). 
If K,,*(Z), has no (t - 1) torsion, the homomorphism .zz will induce a homomorphism 
& : R,,*(z) ---t K*(Z) 0 Q. 
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PROPOSITIOS 6.1. K,,*( Y), has no (t - 1) torsion and I, is defined and surjectize. 
Proof. The hypothesis H and the completion theorem of [6] together with a spectral 
sequence argument imply that the completion of the cokernel of Ed : Ksto( Y) + K”( Y) is 
finite; but coker ey is complete. The proof is finished by examining the exact sequence 
[12. p. 1333. 
Kst*( VP r-L K,,*( Y>p 
K*(Y)@ 0 
In order to connectf,(l,) and 1 XI /I Y], we introduce the homomorphism 4r = cho Ey 
where ch is the Chern character homomorphism. 
THEOREM 6.2. &f*(l,) = lx]/] Y]. 
Proof. Recall that Z is the homomorphism from R to Q induced by E. Ify E R,,*(Y), 
then from (4.5) and (4.6) we have 
WII(l.y)> _~:>r = Idsl’(A’(f,(l.) .1’)(l)) = Id’ %,(~,I~)~ M/X1x) .Y)> 
= (41 Yl>ec”d4f*(~x) .Y>, [Yl). 
On the other hand the same discussion for Xshows that 
E1(lX, f*(,~))~ = (]fl*s*.4(] Xj)etJi”” +,J*(Jp), [Xl> =67*4I ~l)e”‘dd~), [Yl>. 
From (2.4) we conclude that 
(&f*(l.y). 41 YIkc”4yb), [Yl> = (g*A(l ~lIec”4y(v>~ [Yl> 
and since 4r is surjective, 
&f*(l,) 41 Yl> = g*4I 4). 
LEMMA 6.3. If f*(lx) is a unit of R,,*( Y), then there is an even integer b such that for 
eacfr q E Y”, iy*f*( lx)&t) = * tbi2. 
Proof. Iff,(l,y) is a unit, then i,*f,(l.), is a unit of R = R,,‘(p); so jliy*f*(lx)qllp = 1 
for all p E P and from the form of i,*f,(lx),(t) (4.3) and (5.2c), we see that this must be 
+ tbi2. Clearly b must be even because tbi2 E R. 
THEOREM 6.4. Iff * isanisomorphism, thenTX, = TY,.,,, forallpE A”’ and / X//l Y] = 1. 
In particular iff is an S’ homotopy equiaalence, 1 f (* preserves Pontrjagin classes. 
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of (5.3) which implies also thatf,(l,V) is a 
unit. By (6.3) there is an even integer b such that iv*(t-bizf*( l,)),(t) = + 1 for all 4 E Y”. 
Since iy* is a monomorphism by (5.1), t -b/2f*(l,y) is a multiplicative element of order 2; 
hence, 4Y(t-b’?f*(1,y)) IS a multiplicative element of order 2 in H*( I Y], Q) so must be 1 or 
- 1. Since q5Jf*( 1,)) = 4y(tbi2f*(l,Y)) is a class whose degree zero term is 1, we must have 
&(f*(lx)) = 1 = l~lil Yl. 
Remark. Hypothesis H(i) is not needed for (6.1) and (6.2). 
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S7. THE TOPOLOGY OF SOME REAL ALGEBRAIC V.UUElTES 
Let 51 denote the quaternions, 5 the conjugate of z E 51 and 51” the n-fold Cartesian prod- 
uct of H. The Hermitian inner product on E-J”, (u, c) = C blocs, II = (u,, . . . , II,), c = 
cc,, . . . . c,) is preserved by Sp,, i.e. (gl(, gc) = (II, c) for g E Sp,; moreover, Sp, acts on 
51” x !+J” x H via g(rt, c, z) = (gzl, gc, z) and S(W” x W”) x W and fI(W” x I-U”) x E-I! are 
invariant submanifolds. Here .S(+J” x 51”) and D(51” x ihl”) respectively denote unit sphere 
and unit disk of W” x W”. 
Let M, : W -+ M be a smooth function. The subset 
2, = {(II, I‘, z) E S(51” x W”) x w / 2(rr, c) = It’(Z)) 
is invariant under the action of Sp,. The orbit space Z&p, is 
D,.,={(z,~)EH xR/jrv(~)~‘+tZI1) 
ifn> landiszD,ifn= l.Infacttheorbitmapp:Z, --f D,(a D,) is defined by ~(1, L’, z) = 
(-_, II/j2 - Icl2). 
We suppose that )t’ has these properties: bt -l(O) = 0, the degree of FV is 1 and the func- 
tion z -+ 1 M.(z)~’ has no critical values in the half open interval (0, 11. Clearly the identity 
map f has these properties and Z, is Sp, diffeomorphic to S(EQ” x iWn) and D, is the five 
disk. 
LEMMA 7.1. D, is homeomorphic to K(? D,) the cone on d D, . 
Proof. Let f: W x R 4 R be a smooth function which agrees with 1 rv(z)1* + t* in D, 
and is zero outside some compact set in W x R. Let < denote the vector field -gradf. 
Since < vanishes outside a compact set, there is a one parameter group of diffeomorphisms 
4, generated by 5 19, p. IO]. Define the homeomorphism h : K(aD,) -+ D, by h(8, s) = 
+,,I_,(@ OE~D,, SE [O, 11. 
LEMMA 7.2. The critical points of the function i.(z, t) = t on dD, are (0, If: 1). 
Proof. Since t = Ifr Jl - / Wan on ZD,,,, (I. t) is a critical point of i iff z is a critical 
point of / M’(Z) I ‘. Since 0 _< I N(Z) 1’ I I, the properties of )Y give the result. 
COROLLARY 7.3. 2D, is homeomorphic to SJ and D, to 0’. 
Proof. ?D, is a smooth four manifold (7.4) supporting a function with exactly two 
critical points (not necessarily non-degenerate). By Milnor [9, p. 251, iiD, is homeomorphic 
to S’. Since D, is the cone on C’D,, the proof is complete. 
Let 0 : Z, ---t Z, be the Sp, map defined by O( II, L’, z) = (u, L’, W(Z)). The induced map on 
orbit spaces is a (a on D, and ?a on i-D,). In fact these maps are the restrictions of 
$ : H x R--t W x R defined by $(z, t) = (N(Z), t). 
LEMMA 7.4. I+!I is transcerse regular to ?D ,; so CD, = I+!I-‘(~V,) is a smooth manifold 
and ?a is a degree one map. 
Proof. This is an easy check using the properties of )L’. 
THEOREM 7.5, There is an Sp, homeomorphism S : Z, + Z, = S(kU” x I-U”), 
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Proof. Both Z, and Z, are Sp, manifolds with t\to types of isotropy groups SP,_~ 
and SP,,_~. Both orbit spaces D, and D, are homeomorphic to D’ with singular orbits 
corresponding to points of Lt D, resp. ? D,. The Sp, map 0 induces a homotopy equivalence 
?a : SD, -+ ? D, by (7.3) and (7.4). An easy calculation shows that a is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. As a special case 8’ : ZWspn-~ -+ Zrsp”- * is a homotopy equivalence. (Here Sp, x 
Sp,_, c Sp, .) Since 0’ is an Sp, map vvhich is a homotopy equivalence, the classification of 
[7. p. 2521 provides the existence of S. 
Remark. If we had proved that D, was diffeomorphic to Dj, we could replace homeo- 
morphism by diffeomorphism in Theorem 7.5. 
$8. REAL ALGEBRAIC ACTIONS ON 
Let Ti = S’ for i = 1, 2 and let T’ be the two torus Tl x 
P(P) 
T2 . Coordinates of a point Tz 
are (q. t). Complex Sp, and T2 modules R, , R- , Pi and ICI are defined as follows. Choose 
Pcl + ’ 
relatively prime positive integers p and q and II integers oi , i = I, 2, . . . , n. Define x = - 
2 
p = and ‘q . Then 1 R, / = 1 R- j = E-U” and 1 :VI = 1 W = E-U where II-O” and W are 
viewed as right complex vector spaces and as T’ modules 
(i) For II E R, , (rl, t)u = II’, ui’ = qPC2ui t-I, i = 1, . . . , n. 
(ii) For L: E R_ , (q, t)u = u’, ui’ = qP’tfz~i tp, i = 1, . . . ? n. 
(iii) For z E iV,(q, t) z = t T 
P+4;tP-L7 
2’ 
As Sp, modules, Q+ = R_ is the standard Sp, module with 1 R, 1 = H” while IV = :M is the 
trivial Sp, module with jN[ = MI. 
Let R = R, @ Q_ Then R @ N is a complex Sp, module as well as a T” module; 
hence, defines homomorphisms of these two groups to IJ,,, 2. Let G c UJ,+z be the subgroup 
generated by the images of Tz and Sp, under the above homomorphisms. Then R, , R- , A’, 
M and R are complex G modules. 
Choose positive integers a and b which satisfy ap - bq = - 1. The map w : ,N -+ M 
defined by 
is G equivariant, proper and w-‘(O) = 0. Here -7 = z0 +jz, E kU and the z, are the complex 
coordinates of 2. Since z -+ 1 m(z) / ’ is a real algebraic map, it can have only finitely many 
critical values [IO, p. 161; so by multiplication by a suitable constant, we can suppose that 
this function has no critical values in (0, I]. 
By restricting to S’ = T2 c G, we view )V and M as S’ modules. Then N = tp + td4 
and .1/ = tPq + t -I . 
PROPOSITIOS 8.1. The degree of 1~1 : 51 --t Z-1 is 1. 
Proof. Since w : .L~+ ,tf is S’ equivariant andproper,f(t) = i._,(.tl),‘i.:,(.~)~R(S’)and 
degree jw/ =f(l)= 1. 
The subgroup T, c T’ acts freely on the sphere S( S2). There is an induced Tz = S’ action 
on P(0) = S(R)jT,. The S’ manifold P(Q) can also be described as the space of complex 
lines in the S’ = T2 module R. Define a proper G map F: S(Q) x .V - .U by F(u, L’, z) = 
2(rr, c) - w(z). Then F induces a T2 = S’ map F from P(Q) x ,C; to .\I. Set 
Z(to) = F-‘(O) 
X(w) = F- l(O) = Z(w)/T,. 
Then Z(o) is a G manifold and .X’(w) is an S’ manifold. 
PROPOSITKJX 8.2. Z(W) is a smooth G manifold, X(o) is a smooth S’ manifold and the S’ 
normal bundle of X(w) in P(Q) x N is X(w) x M. 
Proof. F and hence F is transverse regular to 0. The essential point is that the function 
f: W” x W” + W x R defined byf‘(r,, L‘) = (2(zr, c), Il11’ - /cl’) has maximal rank at points 
other than (0, 0) [IO, p. 1031 and the function z + /o(z)/~ has no critical values in (0, I]. 
THEOREM 8.3. IZ(w)/ is homeomorphic to the unit sphere S(@‘“) and [ X(u(w)I is homeo- 
morphic to P(@““) the space of complex lines in CA”. 
Proof. The circle T, c T’ acts on IZ(w)l via the restriction of an Sp, action (S(i) and 
(ii)). The Sp, homeomorphism of jZ(w)l with S(H” x H”) of Theorem 7.5 carries the T, 
action on /Z(w)/ to a free linear action on S(H” x I-U”) and the quotient of this sphere by a 
free linear action of S’ = T, is clearly P(C”‘). Thus I X(w)/ is homeomorphic to P(C’“). 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Thefixedpoint sets X(CC))~’ and P(Q)S’ are the same. 
Proof. (P(0) x Njs’ = (P(Q) x M)s’ = P(!A)S’ and X(o) = F-‘(O). 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let p E X(o)” = P(fljS’. Then the real S’ modules TX(w), @ M and 
TP(R), @ N are equal. 
Proof: This is immediate from (8.2). 
In view of (8.5) we see that the construction of the St manifold X(w) from P(Q) has the 
effect of removing the S’ module M as a factor of TP(Q), and replacing it by the S' module 
IV for each p E X(w)“. 
Let W : Z(o) + S(Q) be the composition Z(o) c s(Q) x N -+ .S(C2) and let (L, : X(w) --f 
P(R) be the map induced by 6. 
THEOREM 8.7. [X(w), 01 E S,,(P(R)) and [X(w), W] f [P(Q), I&; moreoc’er, 
O,(l,Y,,,) = ~._r(M)/2._,(N) I,(,, in Kslo(P(Q)). 
Proof: Since 0 is a homotopy equivalence (proof of (7.5)), it follows easily that j&j1 
is a homotopy equivalence which implies I WI is a homotopy equivalence. By (8.4) 163” j is a 
homeomorphism of fixed point sets. This verifies the first assertion. The third assertion is a 
consequence of (5.4). The second follows from the third and (5.3) because G*(lXCO,,) is not a 
unit of Ks,O(P(fl)). Al-ternatively it follows from (6.4) and (8.5). 
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Remarks. (i) i._ L( .Co,‘j._ L(.V) = 
(I - rpq1 - t-l), 
(1 - fP)(l - t-9) 
1s divisible by 4,&t) E R(S’) SO the 
torsion E*( 1 ,ucw,) is not a unit of RSLo (P(I’I))p. p = (c$,,(t)). This shows theset P, of (5.3) can- 
not be enlarged. 
(ii) From (8.7) C$ prn,~,(l,,,,) = 1; so j WI * preserves Pontrjagin classes by (6.2). 
(iii) If the 4n integers {CLIP + k j i = 1, 2, . . . , n, k = 0, 1, pq. pq + 11 are distinct, X(W)~’ 
and P(!2)S’ consist of isolated points and the collection of representations [TX(w),[ 
p E X(W)~‘~ is distinct from the collection {7’P(R’),/q E P(Q’)S’) for any S’ module R’. 
(iv) There is a simple description of the algebra Ks,*(X(~)). In particular it is a free 
R(S’) module of rank 4~; moreover, the cokernel of G* : K,,*(P(i2)) --+ Ksl*(X(u)) is the 
direct sum of 2n copies of R(S’)/p p = (&)p4(t)). We know from the first remark and (5.3), 
that G,* could not be an isomorphism. 
(v) By comparing the fixed sets X(W)‘-~ and P(G)‘- for )R = pq, we see that the 
hypothesis that m be a prime power cannot be removed from (3.4) and from the work of 
Bredon [8]. 
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